m e e t Br i t ’s h e al th car e te am
Brit has over 25 years’ heritage in writing
professional liability risks; our comprehensive
healthcare liability offering is a core part of
that heritage. The global healthcare industry
is a rapidly growing and evolving sector, the
complex risk attributes of which require
industry expertise across the underwriting,
claims and actuarial functions.

Brit’s experienced healthcare team is
committed to providing tailored insurance
solutions, innovative products and related
healthcare risk services to our clients and
brokers. We pride ourselves on delivering
disciplined, consistent underwriting and
exceptional service. Please get in touch
if you would like to find out more.

Tom Kennedy
Class Underwriter,
Healthcare Liability
Tom joined Brit in 2015 and has led
the Healthcare Liability portfolio
since early 2019. He began his
insurance career at CNA Europe,
underwriting medical liability in the
UK and France on a primary basis. Tom subsequently
worked at Barbican Insurance Group underwriting on
behalf of Syndicate 1955 at Lloyd’s, with responsibility
for US and UK medical liability on both a primary
and excess basis. His early career was spent as
an infantry officer in the British Army. Tom is ACII
qualified and holds a BA (Hons) in Politics, Philosophy
and Economics from Durham University.
thomas.kennedy@britinsurance.com
T: +44 203 857 0077
M: +44 7827 322308

Ben Langridge
Actuary, Healthcare Liability
After a one-year foray into
InsurTech, Ben started his Actuarial
Career at Brit Global Specialty in
2012. Having initially worked on
Pricing, Reserving and Insurance
Risk across a diverse range of
classes, he is now responsible for the Pricing and
Reserving function across Brit’s Casualty lines. Ben is
FIA qualified and holds an MPhys in Physics from The
University of Oxford.

Marc Tyler
Underwriter,
Healthcare Liability
Marc’s underwriting career began
in 2010, in Catlin’s US Casualty
Reinsurance division. In 2014,
he joined Dale Underwriting
Partners to support a new ownermanaged Lloyd’s syndicate with a majority focus on
casualty business. Healthcare Professional Liability,
Miscellaneous Medical Malpractice and Long Term
Care were key areas of this broad portfolio, and Marc
focused on underwriting US-based risks and new
product development. Marc is ACII qualified and holds
a BSc (Econ) in Economics from Cardiff University.
marc.tyler@britinsurance.com
T: +44 203 857 0370
M: +44 7341 001978

Andrew Wills
Senior Actuarial Analyst,
Healthcare Liability
Andrew started his actuarial career
at EY in 2015, where he analyzed
a wide variety of product lines
written both by Lloyd’s Syndicates
and other London Market insurers.
At the start of 2019 he joined Brit to
specialize in Pricing and Reserving for the Financial and
Professional classes of business. Andrew holds a BA in
Maths from the University of Oxford.
Adam Jones
Senior Claims Adjuster,
Healthcare Liability
Adam joined Brit in 2015. He was
formerly a Senior Claims Examiner
at CNA Hardy, adjusting UK and
International Healthcare claims.
Adam qualified and practised as
a solicitor at Plexus Law between 2007 and 2014,
dealing with a variety of Healthcare matters. He holds
a LLB (Hons) in Law from Kingston University and a LLM
(Law and Economics) from the Universities of Hamburg
and Madrid respectively.

